
Tender No 09/EU/T2/TRL TECHNICAL QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

 

No Supplier Question Answer 

1  The technical requires delivery of tubeless pneumatic tires or 

equivalent . We suggest the use of pneumatic tires of the same 

size but with inner tubes and protective ring .  

Accepted  

2  Technical specification for 70 t. Low Bed trailers requires wheel 

size 22x14x16. If you want to use the trailers with speed of 18 

km/h as indicated we suggest to use a stronger wheels. Required 

tires 22x14x16 are suitable for spped up to 6 km/h.  

 

 

Accepted 

3  According to “Notice of invitation to tender”: 

 

According to: 

Point  II.1.A.  The subject of the Contract is: 

  Purchase and delivery of: 

  1. Thirty six (36) Container trailers 

  2. Four (4) Low Bed Trailers with goose necks 

  3. One (1) Leaking trailer 

Question:  

Does the Ordering Party allow to place the partial offers 

separately for points 1, 2 and 3 as listed above? 

 

Accepted. 

4  According to “Notice of invitation to tender”: 

 

According to: 

Point   III.2.B.b) Documents confirming successful delivery of at 

least 100 container trailers within last two years. The Ordering 

Not accepted. Requested experience applies to terminal container 

trailers – not road trailers with containers transport option.   



Party accepts the situation in which at least 100 container trailers 

have been supplied within one or more contracts performed by 

the Bidder within last two years. 

 

Question:  

Does the Ordering Party consider as sufficient reference delivery 

within last two years of:  

1. 51 off 60 tons payload road low loader semitrailers 

with the option of containers transportation. 

2. 60 off 2 axle road trailers with the option of 

containers transportation.    

77 off truck transport bodies with the option of 

containers transportation? 

5  According to “TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION TERMINAL 

CONTAINER TRAILERS”: 

According to: 

• Requirement in point 4.:  

 Capacity 65.000 kg or more at 20 km/h, 

• Requirement in point 6.1.:  

 Trailer must be equipped with single heavy duty 

axle with twin tires on  each side of capacity minimum 

45.000 kg, 

• Requirement in point 6.2.:  

 Tires: 

 - Pneumatic heavy duty Industrial tubeless radial 

tires. 

 - Size 12.00R20. 

Question: 

Does the Ordering Party agree for lower capacity of trailer equal 

about 61.920 kg? Eventually, does the Ordering Party accept 

solution that use 2 axles with boogie suspension and defined 

Not accepted. 

One axle in the terminal container trailers is a compulsory requirement 

as well as minimum capacity of 65.000 kg.  

 



above 12.00R20 tires to achieve trailer capacity over 70.000 kg? 

 

Explanation: 

The strongest tires  available on market at required size are 

Continental RV20 with TSR providing load capacity 9.320 kg per 

tire at 20km/h. That gives 36.920 kg per single double tired axle. 

When we add up this to maximum king pin load (35.000 kg) we 

have 71.920 kg of GVW for trailer. Deducting form GVW an 

estimated tare weight of trailer (10.000 kg) as a result we have 

load capacity at 61.920 kg. 

 

 


